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Results from planet formation models

Water-rich planets may be common - are they habitable?
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Low mass transiting planets



The Sun’s luminosity



CaCO3 + SiO2 ! CO2 +CaSiO3

CO2 +CaSiO3 ! CaCO3 + SiO2
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The geological C cycle stabilizes the surface temperature
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plate tectonic!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Effect of Ocean massEffect of Ocean mass

High pressure ice



Effect of Ocean massNecessary condition for habitable planet

1- the surface temperature and pressure are ‘nice’

2- there is a CO2 cycle

the pressure at the bottom of the (global) ocean cannot 
be too high



Effect of Ocean massA maximum radius for habitable planets

Large radius implies

large water fraction

large gas fraction

no CO2 cycle

surface T,P outside of the ‘nice’ zone

large-R planets are NOT habitable

small-R planets: we don’t know



Maximum radius of habitable planets 
10 Y. Alibert: On the radius of habitable planets
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Fig. 3. Mass versus maximum radius relationship for di↵erent composition of the planetary interior. The heavy

red solid line corresponds to an iron-free planet, with an inner mantle made of MgO, and an outer mantle made

of Mg2Si2O6. The blue lines are computed assuming a solar Mg/Si and a Fe/Si equal to the solar value (solid

line), two times the solar value (dotted line), and five times the solar value (dashed line). The mass-radius

relationships for a sphere of silicates and a sphere of water are indicated by thin solid lines (red and blue

respectively), and are taken from Wagner et al. (2011). The parameters of some transiting planets are taken

from exoplanets.org the 2013 September 16.

we only consider the less dense phases in the inner and outer mantle, namely MgO (inner core) and

Mg2Si2O6 (outer core). It should be noted that in this case, the Mg/Si ratio is di↵erent in the inner

and outer core. We admit that this kind of planetary structure is likely to be unrealistic, but we only

considered it to provide the overal maximum radius of a planet at a given mass.

Using the model we have described above, we now derive the maximum radius a planet can

have to harbor both a C-cycle and surface conditions in the range defined above. The overall max-

imum is obtained, as mentioned above, assuming that the planet has a very peculiar composition,

where only low density minerals - MgO for the inner mantle and Entstatite (Mg) for the outer

mantle - are present in the planetary interior. Figure 3 shows the resulting mass-radius relation we

obtain, with some transiting planets also plotted in the figure (Data were taken from exoplanet.org).

As can be see from the figure, the maximum radius increases from 1.8 R� to 2.3 R� for planets

ranging from 1 M� to 10 M�. Lower mass planets can have a larger radius, the increase of the

mass-radius relationship being the result of the reduced gravity. Various studies (Mordasini et al.

2012a and references therein) have described such behavior of the mass-radius relation. As can be

seen in Fig. 3, a large fraction of the planets represented in the figure are not habitable, based on

the criteria we have described in the introduction (it is anyway obvious that all these planets are not

habitable due to their proximity to the central star).

3.3. Maximum radius for different compositions

Assuming some values of the Fe/Si and Mg/Si ratios in the planetary interior (these values re-

flect approximate ratios in the central star, see Thiabaud et al. and Marboeuf et al. , in prep), we

can repeat the same calculations. In this calculation, the fraction of the di↵erent compounds (Fe,

perovskite, wustite, olivine, entsatite) is computed assuming that the mantle is homogeneous: the

Mg/Si and Fe/Si ratios are the same in the inner and outer mantle. Since we are interested in the

�

Alibert, 2013



Effect of Ocean massCO2 equilibrium on ocean planets



Effect of Ocean massAtmospheric CO2 pressure depends on temperature



-> the habitable zone of ocean planet is reduced

Effect of Ocean massThe unstable CO2 cycle



CO2 cycle + atmospheric model = habitable zone

Effect of Ocean massThe ‘habitable zone’

Kitzmann, Alibert et al., 2015



Effect of Ocean massNon-habitability vs habitability

Habitability is an ill-defined concept

Non-habitability can be used to select follow-up observations 

Too much water is bad for life

Large radius planets are not habitable

The habitable zone of water-rich planets is reduced by the
unstable CO2 cycle


